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The PhD Program for the Bioengineering and Bioelectronics curriculum provides 
interdisciplinary training at the interface between technology and biomedicine. The 
general objective of the program is to form research technologists capable to deal with 
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multidisciplinary projects and to face complex challenges at the interface between 
technology and life-sciences. The training to the students is delivered through the in-
depth involvement into a three-year research project supplemented by specific didactic 
modules dealing with computational and experimental methods. The direct link with 
different laboratories at both the Department of Informatics, Bioengineering, Robotics 
and System Engineering (DIBRIS) and the Italian Institute of Technologies (IIT) will ensure 
a unique scientific environment to the students to carry out international research 
projects. The main research interests lie within the following broad themes: 
 

 Biomedical imaging, Bioinformatics and medical information systems 
 Bioelectronics, biomedical devices and bio-sensors 
 Molecular, cellular and tissueengineering 
 Neuroengineering and neurotechnology 
 Micro and nano-systems in medicine and biology 

The training will start with plans tailored to the need and interests of each individual 
student and aimed at bringing all students to a common understanding of the key 
scientific aspects and investigation tools of the different research themes. This will be 
obtained also by planning exchange of students for 6 to 12 months with national and 
international laboratories where particularly interesting experimental techniques and/or 
strategic scientific approaches are well established. 
The ideal candidates are students with a higher level university degree willing to be 
involved in multidisciplinary studies and to work in a team of scientists coming from 
different background but sharing common objectives. The proposed themes are 
presented in details in the following indicating tutors and place (University Department 
or Italian Institute of Technology – IIT) where the research activity will be developed. 
International applications are encouraged and will receive logistic support with visa 
issues, relocation, etc. 
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1. Development of a computational model of large-scale cortical ensembles to 
study their computational properties as a function of different network 
topologies 

 
 
Tutor: Paolo Massobrio 
 
Department: DIBRIS (University of Genova)  
www.dibris.unige.it 

Description:  
Behaviors require interaction with the environment and the contribution of different 
brain areas depending on the orchestrated activation of large neuronal assemblies. The 
present project aims at investigating how to effectively interact with neuronal systems 
by understating the role of the network connectivity in the computational properties of 
small/large/interacting neuronal networks. In particular, during the three-year research 
project, different computational network models will be developed and investigated, in 
order to: i) characterize the spontaneous activity of networks of neurons with different 
architectures. In particular, 2D uniform/homogeneous networks, 2D interconnected 
networks made up of few sub-populations (from 2 up to 4), and 3D structures will be 
taken into account. The observed dynamics will be investigated by checking whether 
particular configurations may promote phenomena like synchronization, emergence of 
critical phenomena, interplay between structural and functional connectivity; ii) 
characterize the stimulus-evoked activity induced by electrical stimulation in networks of 
neurons with different architectures. It will be investigated whether the evoked 
responses (i.e., the I/O function) can be modulated by structural connectivity.  

Requirements: background in bioengineering, computational neuroscience, computer 
science. Interests in understanding/learning basic biology. High level of proficiency of 
one of the following sw  (Matlab, C++, Python) is required. 
Reference:  
C.J. Honey, J.P. Thivierge, O. Sporns, Can structure predict function in the human brain?, 
Neuroimage, Vol. 52, 2010. 
P. Massobrio, V. Pasquale, S. Martinoia. Self-organized criticality in cortical assemblies 
occurs in concurrent scale-free and small-world networks. Scientific Reports, Vol. 5, 2015 

Contacts: paolo.massobrio@unige.it 
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2. Interconnected neuronal assemblies: network dynamics and connectivity  
 
Tutor: Paolo Massobrio 
 
Department: DIBRIS (University of Genoa)  
http://www.dibris.unige.it/en  

Description:  
Complex network topologies represent the necessary substrate to support complex 
brain functions. Goal of this research project is to recreate in vitro engineered neuronal 
networks made up of interconnected modules. In addition, the so recreated modular 
networks should be coupled to Micro-Electrode Arrays (MEAs) in order to record both 
the spontaneous and the stimulus-evoked activity. The candidate should design ad hoc 
masks with biocompatible materials (e.g., Poly-dimethyl-siloxane - PDMS) in order to 
confine the assemblies and to force the connectivity for recreating peculiar topologies. 
The actual PDMS mask should prevent migration of cells between compartments while 
allowing only neurites to pass through allowing the communication, force the 
connectivity towards preferential directions, guarantee a fluidic isolation among the 
populations to independently cultivate and pharmacological manipulate each assembly. 
By using this experimental configuration, at the end of the 3-years PhD project the PhD 
student candidate should recreate an in vitro model of heterogeneous neuronal 
networks, where neurons coming from different brain districts are in vitro interfaced. In 
addition to these experimental activities, the emergent complex neuronal networks 
dynamics will be characterized in terms of dynamical as well topological properties. 

Requirements: background in bioengineering, computational neuroscience, computer 
science. Interests in understanding/learning basic biology. High level of proficiency of 
Matlab is required. 

Reference:  

T.T Kanagasabapathi., P. Massobrio, R.A. Barone, M. Tedesco, S. Martinoia, W.J. 
Wadman, and M.M.J. Decre, Functional connectivity and dynamics of cortical-thalamic 
networks co-cultured in a dual compartment device. Journal of Neural Engineering, 9, 
2012. 

D. Poli, V. Pastore, P. Massobrio, Functional connectivity in in vitro neuronal assemblies, 
Frontiers in Neural Circuits, doi: 10.3389/fncir.2015.00057, 2015. 
D. Poli, V. Pastore, S. Martinoia, P. Massobrio. From functional to structural connectivity 
using partial correlation in neuronal assemblies. Journal of Neural Engineering, Vol. 13, 
2016 

Contacts: paolo.massobrio@unige.it 
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3. Smart multi-component hydrogels and aerogels for local delivery of 
chemiotherapic drugs 

 
Tutors: Laura Pastorino 
 
Department: DIBRIS (University of Genova)  
www.dibris.unige.it 

Description:  
The proposed theme of research concerns the design, fabrication and characterization of 
injectable hydrogels and aerogels able to adapt to the geometrical features of the target 
site and to provide a combinatorial drug therapy based on multiple drugs. To this aim 
nano-in-microparticles conjugated to chemiotherapic drugs will be included into a 
hydrogel or aerogel matrix in order to provide containment and thus to avoid initial 
burst effect and control the drug release. The possibility to impart specific properties to 
the systems, e.g. by the inclusion of magnetic nanoparticles or graphene oxide, will be 
also evaluated. The multicomposite systems will be characterized and tested in vitro for 
their release, pharmacokinetics and cytotoxicity. The hydrogel or aerogel matrix will be 
designed in the form of microspheres, in order to be easily injectable, and fabricated 
using biocompatible and biodegradable polymers. The different performances of the 
hydrogels and aerogels will be evaluated in terms of release kinetics, structural and 
mechanical properties and stability. 

Requirements: background in bioengineering, materials science, chemistry, physics or 
related disciplines. Attitude for problem solving. Interests in experimental work in the 
lab. 
 
Reference: 
Pastorino, Laura, et al. "Stereocomplex poly (lactic acid) nanocoated chitosan 
microparticles for the sustained release of hydrophilic drugs." Materials Science and 
Engineering: C 76 (2017): 1129-1135. 
Wang, Ren, et al. "pH-Controlled drug delivery with hybrid aerogel of chitosan, 
carboxymethyl cellulose and graphene oxide as the carrier." International journal of 
biological macromolecules 103 (2017): 248-253. 
Follmann, Heveline DM, et al. "Multifunctional hybrid aerogels: hyperbranched polymer-
trapped mesoporous silica nanoparticles for sustained and prolonged drug release." 
Nanoscale (2018). 

Contacts: laura.pastorino@unige.it 
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4. Realization of an inkjet printed multimodal biosensor on highly flexible 
plastic substrate 

Tutors: Annalisa Bonfiglio, 
 
Department: DIEE (University of Cagliari), 
http://dipartimenti.unica.it/ingegneriaelettricaedelettronica 

 
Description:  
Organic Electronics is attracting a huge attention in these past years for the possibility of 
developing flexible electronic systems at cost efficient technologies on highly flexible 
plastic substrates. In particular, organic materials could be properly tailored in order to 
develop highly specific sensing devices, as a consequence they have been widely 
employed for the realization of different kinds of bioelectronics devices/systems. 

The idea of this project is to employ a device architecture, called Organic Charge 
Modulated Field Effect Transistor, for the realization of flexible plastic biosensors. The 
devices will be fabricated by using solution processable materials and possibly by inkjet 
or other printing approaches with the aim of obtaining a sort of highly flexible, low cost, 
lab-on-chip capable to detect at the same time different kinds of bio-chemical inputs 
such as, pH variations, DNA, temperature, mechanical stimuli and other stimuli that 
could be of interest in the bio-medical field. 

Requirements: background on bioelectronics and in the fabrication and characterization 
of sensors.  Interest in understanding and study the physics of devices. 
 
Reference:  
Spanu, A., Viola, F., Lai, S., Cosseddu, P., Ricci, P. C., Bonfiglio, A. (2017). A reference-less 
pH sensor based on an organic field effect transistor with tunable sensitivity. ORGANIC 
ELECTRONICS, vol. 48, p. 188-193, ISSN: 1566-1199 

A. Spanu, S. Lai, P. Cosseddu, M. Tedesco, S. Martinoia, A. Bonifglio “An organic 
transistor-based system for reference-less electrophysiological monitoring of excitable 
cells” Sc. Reports 5, 8807, 2015  

P. Cosseddu, F. Viola, S. Lai, L. Raffo, A. Bonfiglio, “A Temperature Transducer Based on a 
Low- Voltage Organic Thin-Film Transistor Detecting Pyroelectric Effect” IEEE Electr. Dev. 
Lett. 35, 1296-1298, 2014  

Contacts: annalisa@diee.unica.it; 
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5. Bioengineering methods applied to the electrophysiology of human taste 
 
Tutors: Danilo Pani, Annalisa Bonfiglio 
 
Department: DIEE (University of Cagliari)  
http://dipartimenti.unica.it/ingegneriaelettricaedelettronica 

Description:  

Practical and reliable methods for the objective measure of taste function are critically 
important for studies aimed at evaluating eating behavior and taste function 
impairment. However, the objective assessment of taste perception is a challenging 
problem, since the taste perception is influenced by different factors, including genotype 
and phenotype of the subject. In the last years, a direct measures of the peripheral 
gustatory system activation, by means of a new, highly reliable and yet non-invasive 
technique for the electrophysiological recording from the human tongue in response to 
taste stimuli, was presented. The efficacy of method was studied by exploiting a 
paradigmatic gustatory stimulus, the 6-n-propylthiouracil (PROP). PROP stimulation 
evokes negative monophasic potential variations that represent the measure of the 
summated voltage changes resulting from the response of stimulated taste cells. Then, 
an automated machine learning approach capable of discriminating among subjects 
belonging to three PROP taster categories (super-tasters, medium tasters and non-
tasters) was developed. Further studies on model behind the evoked response, the 
correlation with neurodegenerative disorders and the extension to other taste stimuli 
are required in order to make further steps in the field by exploiting bioengineering 
methods which can provide objectivity, robustness and a deep understanding of the 
observed biological phenomenon. 
 
Requirements: background on physiology, electrophysiology and bioengineering 
methods. Interest in understanding and study the physiology of taste ad advanced levels 
and the bioengineering methods to be exploited in the field. Proficiency in the use of 
Matlab for signal processing and basic knowledge of digital microarchitectures. 

References:  

D. Pani, I. Usai, P. Cosseddu, M. Melis, G. Sollai, RM. Crnjar, I, Tomassini Barbarossa, l. 
Raffo, A. Bonfiglio, “An automated system for the objective evaluation of human 
gustatory sensitivity using tongue biopotential recordings”, Plos ONE, 2017, 12(8), pp. 1-
20, doi 10.1371/journal.pone.0177246 
G. Sollai, M. Melis, D. Pani, P. Cosseddu, I. Usai, R.M. Crnjar, A. Bonfiglio, I. Tomassini 
Barbarossa,  “First objective evaluation of taste sensitivity to 6-n-propylthiouracil 
(PROP), a paradigm gustatory stimulus in humans”, Scientific Reports, 7:40353, DOI: 
10.1038/srep40353 
 

Contacts:  danilo.pani@diee.unica.it  
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6. Functional and structural connectivity: from neurons to brain networks 
 
Tutor: Sergio Martinoia, Gabriele Arnulfo 
 
Department: DIBRIS (University of Genova)  
http://www.dibris.unige.it 

Description:  
We are interested in investigating how computational properties emerge in neuronal 
populations and how information processing and transmission is related to the 
topological properties of neuronal networks. The nature of representation depend on 
the structure of the neuronal networks in terms of connectivity, size and topology, and it 
is further constrained by the dynamics of the system and on networks and microcircuits 
that are activated. In this project we propose to develop a systematic experimental and 
theoretical approach to focus on the interplay between structure and dynamics. For this 
aim, we will make use of in-vitro models constituted by neuronal networks coupled to 
innovative high-density devices and advanced analysis tools to characterize and interpret 
the experimental data. This approach will be also complemented by translating this 
concept into brain networks by analyzing in-vivo measurements from human patients 
during neurosurgery and by investigating functional connectivity by means of non-
invasive measurements (high-density EEG). These techniques will be then applied to 
specific pathologies (e.g. epilepsy) 

Requirements: background in bioengineering, physics, computational neuroscience, 
computer science. Attitude for problem solving. Interests in understanding/learning 
basic biology. 

References: 
Poli D., Pastore V.P., Martinoia S., and Massobrio P., From functional to structural 
connectivity using partial correlation in neuronal assemblies, J. Neural Eng., 13, 
doi:10.1088/1741-2560/13/2/026023, (2016). 

Poli D., Pastore V.P., Massobrio P., Functional connectivity in in-vitro neuronal 
assemblies, Front. In Neural Circuits, doi: 10.3389/fncir.2015.00057, (2015). 

Arnulfo G. et al. Phase and amplitude correlations in resting-state activity in human 
stereotactical EEG recordings. NeuroImage (2015)  

 

Contacts: sergio.martinoia@unige.it; gabriele.arnulfo@unige.it 
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7. Brain-on-a-chip for neuropharmacological applications 
 
Tutor: Sergio Martinoia 
 
Department: DIBRIS (University of Genova)  
http://www.dibris.unige.it 

Description: We are interested, in general, in investigating how computational 
properties emerge in 2D and 3D neuronal populations in a human model in which iPSC 
(induced Pluripotent Stem Cells) derived neurons are used. The final aim is to develop a 
brain-on-a-chip platform to study how information processing and transmission is 
related to the properties of neuronal networks. In this project we propose to develop a 
systematic and controlled experimental approach for investigating the dynamics of 2D 
(as a control) and 3D neuronal networks coupled to innovative high-density devices by 
means of advanced analysis tools. We plan to extensively characterize and compare 2D 
and 3D neuronal cultures by means of electrical and chemical stimulation. In addition we 
will also characterize the 3D structure by means of optical (confocal) microscopy and 
immunofluorescence techniques. Within this framework we seek at developing a new in-
vitro and automated system for neuropharmacology tests and on a long-term 
perspective a tool for precision medicine. In the last part of the project we foresee to 
challenge our experimental models with chemical substances and to study the 
electrophysiological response with respect to specific parameters (biomarkers). 

Requirements: background in bioengineering, physics, computational neuroscience, 
computer science. Attitude for problem solving. Interests in understanding/learning 
basic biology. 

Reference:  

Frega M., Tedesco M., Massobrio P., Pesce M., and Martinoia S., Network dynamics of 
3D engineered neuronal cultures: a new experimental model for in-vitro 
electrophysiology, Scientific Reports, 4, 5489, doi:10.1038/srep05489 (2014) 

Tedesco M., Di Lisa D., et al., Soft chitosan microbeads scaffold for 3D functional 
neuronal networks, Biomaterials, 156, 159-171, (2018) 

Contacts: sergio.martinoia@unige.it 
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8. Visual perception implications in virtual reality environments 
 
Tutors: Fabio Solari 
 
Department: DIBRIS  
http://www.dibris.unige.it 

Description:  

Virtual reality allows us to build complex and realistic worlds, where people can “live” 
different situations. In particular, the idea is to develop virtual and mixed reality 
environments that are able to provide ecological interactions by exploiting human visual 
perception cues.   
A fundamental aspect of interactions is how humans perceive virtual worlds, thus visual 
perception studies can play an important role: modeled perception can suggest how to 
modify the virtual rendering of the virtual world in order to adaptively optimize it for 
human observers and for their perceptual bandwidths. For instance, stereo cues (e.g. 
disparity) are predominant in peripersonal interactions, motion (e.g. optic flow) and 
perspective cues are essential in navigation and walking tasks, and space variant human 
sight effectively modulates spatial resolution.  
The research theme aims in particular to develop models of visual perception that can be 
used to improve the experience in virtual worlds, and to develop virtual environments 
for assessing the devised perceptual improvements. 
 
Requirements: background in bioengineering, cognitive science, and computer science. 
Attitude for problem solving. Interests in understanding visual perception and in 
experimental work. 

References:  

Chessa M, Caroggio L, Huang H and  Solari F. Insert your own body in the Oculus Rift to 
improve proprioception. 11th International Conference on Computer Vision Theory and 
Applications, VISAPP. 2016, 27th-29th February, Rome. 
Cohen MA, Dennett DC, Kanwisher N. What is the bandwidth of perceptual experience? 
Trends in cognitive sciences. 2016; 20(5):324-35. 
Chessa M, Maiello G, Bex PJ, Solari F. A space-variant model for motion interpretation 
across the visual field. Journal of vision. 2016; 16(2):1-12.  

Contacts: fabio.solari@unige.it  
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9. Perceptual, behavioural and cognitive ergonomy of interaction in 
Augmented Reality environments 

 
Tutors: Manuela Chessa 
 
Department: DIBRIS, University of Genoa 
http://www.dibris.unige.it 

Description:  

Augmented Reality (AR) allows a real-time blending of digital information (e.g. text, 
virtual elements, images, sounds) onto the real world.  
Nowadays, one of the big challenges for researchers is to improve the quality of AR 
technologies, in order to allow a real ecological and natural interaction in such 
augmented environments, and to exploit the advantages that AR could bring into our 
lives. Moreover, a fundamental research question in AR is to understand how people are 
able to distinguish a real world from an “augmented” real world, and how our 
perceptual system processes the interaction within AR environments. 
The research theme aims, on the one hand, to develop novel techniques to create AR 
environments in which people can interact in an ecological way. In particular, actual 
trends take into consideration both novel wearable optical see through technologies and 
spatial augmented reality techniques. Besides virtual visual information added to the 
real world, also sensorized objects providing controlled force and tactile feedbacks could 
be used to augment reality. On the other hand, the research theme aims to develop a 
methodology to measure the ecology of interaction in AR, the perceptual and 
behavioural differences between interacting in real world or in AR, and to understand 
whether AR could enhance the cognitive performance (e.g. the situation and context 
awareness) in several fields of applications (e.g. rehabilitation or training tasks). 
 
References 

M. Chessa, & F. Solari (2017). Walking in Augmented Reality: An Experimental Evaluation 
by Playing with a Virtual Hopscotch. In Mixed and Augmented Reality (ISMAR-Adjunct), 
2017 IEEE International Symposium on (pp. 143-148). 
Grubert, J., Langlotz, T., Zollmann, S., & Regenbrecht, H. (2017). Towards pervasive 
augmented reality: Context-awareness in augmented reality. IEEE transactions on 
visualization and computer graphics, 23(6), 1706-1724. 
M. Chessa, G. Maiello, A. Borsari, PJ Bex (2016) The Perceptual Quality of the Oculus Rift 
for Immersive Virtual Reality. Human Computer Interaction, pp. 1-32 
 

Contacts: manuela.chessa@unige.it 
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10. Cancer Tissue Engineering: integration of biofabrication and scaffolding to 
increase cancer onset knowledge  

 
Tutors: Marco Fato, Silvia Scaglione 
 
Department: DIBRIS, University of Genoa 
http://www.dibris.unige.it 

Description:  

Several cancer processes are still not completely understood. This is partially due to the 
lacking of realistic models reproducing the in vivo human environment; indeed, cancer 
research is still based on 2D cell cultures or animal models that do not completely reflect 
the human physiology. 
This project aims at developing biomimetic, clinically-applicable technological platforms 
for cancer research. A multidisciplinary approach that engages the fields of tissue 
engineering, biomaterials and bioengineering with cancer biology will be essential for 
generating novel experimental models that mimic cancer pathophysiology. This PHD 
Program will (1) catalyze the advancement of innovative, well characterized in vitro and 
ex vivo systems available for cancer research, (2) expand the use of these systems to 
several cancer types and (3) promote the exploration of cancer phenomena with 
biomimetic tissue-engineered systems.  
In detail, this PHD program aims to integrate microfabrication with scaffolding 
approaches to vascularize engineered tumor models, leading to a functional cancer 
tissue modeling with biomimetic complexity and enhanced functionality. Cell-
encapsulating hydrogels will be realized as 3D tumor models and combined with 
biofabricated 3D printed blood vessels for studying the tumor cells intravasation and 
metastatic cascade in vitro. Further benefits will be carried out through the creation of a 
design that can be utilized by a bioprinter to generate vessel branching and other 
complex materials in the laboratory environment. 
 
Requirements: Background in biophysics, bioengineering, biotechnology or related 
disciplines. 
 
References: 

Khanna and Hunter, Carcinogenesis 2005 
Cavo M, Fato M, Peñuela L, Beltrame F, Raiteri R, Scaglione S. Sci Rep. 2016 
Pradhan S, Smith AM, Garson CJ, Hassani I, Seeto WJ, Pant K, Arnold RD, 
Prabhakarpandian B, Lipke EA. Sci Rep. 2018 
 
Contacts: marco.fato@unige.it; silvia.scaglione@cnr.it 
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11. Advanced Spinal Cord Imaging 
 
Tutors: Marco Fato (DIBRIS), Andrea Rossi (Gaslini) 
 
Department: DIBRIS (University of Genova), in collaboration with Advanced 
Neuroimaging Center, Neuroradiology Unit, IRCCS Istituto Giannina Gaslini, Genova 
http://www.dibris.unige.it 
 
Description:  

Diffusion-weighted imaging (DWI) provides physiologic information about the imaged 
tissue, is a reliable and reproducible imaging technique and is widely available and 
rapidly acquired. It is the imaging method of choice to study the brain, and it is 
considered to be essential in the evaluation of several pathological conditions. DWI of 
the spinal cord also holds great promise for diagnosis and understanding of pathological 
conditions due to injury of both grey and white matter tracts; however, there are 
considerable challenges to this kind of imaging. High field inhomogeneity of the spinal 
cord regions, the small nature of the structures in the area of interest, and frequent 
artefacts due both to motion and to partial volume effects cause the spinal cord images 
to have low signal and artefacts which could render them suboptimal for diagnostic use. 
Other challenges are caused by the application of this imaging technique in pediatrical 
patients, especially infants. The present project aims at studying the feasibility and 
potential of this imaging technique in children and infants, in order to improve the 
quality of the obtainable results and to study different pathological conditions and 
malformations. The study will be conducted on a state-of-the-art 3 Tesla MRI scanner 
(Philips Ingenia 3T). We also propose to study other kinds of spinal cord imaging, in order 
to integrate results from different modalities and improve diagnostic possibilities. 
 
Requirements: background in bioengineering, physics, computational neuroscience, 
computer science. Attitude for problem solving. Interests in understanding/learning 
basic biology. 
 
References: 

Andre JB, Bammer R. Advanced Diffusion-Weighted Magnetic Resonance Imaging Techniques of 
the Human Spinal Cord. Topics in magnetic resonance imaging: TMRI. 2010;21(6):367-378. 
doi:10.1097/RMR.0b013e31823e65a1. 

Hansen B, Shemesh N, Jespersen SN. Fast imaging of mean, axial and radial diffusion kurtosis. 
Neuroimage. 2016 Nov 15;142:381-393. 

Cohen Y, Anaby D, Morozov D. Diffusion MRI of the spinal cord: from structural studies to 
pathology. NMR Biomed. 2017 Mar; 30(3).  

 
Contacts: marco.fato@unige.it; andrearossi@gaslini.org 
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12. Optimization of medical imaging algorithms for real-time intra-operative 
applications 

 
Tutor: Patrizia Boccacci (UniGE); Matteo Santoro (Camelot Biomedical System) 
 
Department: DIBRIS, University of Genoa 
http://www.dibris.unige.it 

 
Description:  

The technological advancements in medical imaging equipment in the last years have resulted in 
a dramatic improvement of image accuracy, providing useful information previously not 
available to clinicians. As a result, medical imaging and particularly three-dimensional (3-D) 
imaging is increasing its role in surgery with application in therapy planning and guidance, as well 
as post-operative follow-up. In the surgical/therapy context, imaging provides an additional and 
crucial value for the success of the treatment.  
This PhD thesis aims at advancing the current state of the art in the field of real-time 
intraoperative medical imaging, focusing on the prototyping and optimization of medical image 
analysis algorithms in the light of newly available High Performance Computing (HPC) resources 
in order to maximize the accuracy of the results and guarantee that they are obtained in truly 
real time. HPC is started to be used in some specific diagnostic and intraoperative setting, but its 
potential has not yet been fully exploited. Many solutions have been proposed and successfully 
tested in this field in the last years; nevertheless, several problems still arise in most of the 
applications due to the difficulty in achieving great precision both in space and time. Identifying 
and solving the issues arising in this field represents an essential and urgent scientific challenge.  
 

Requirements: experience with software development for image processing and analysis 
possibly in C++, knowledge of computer vision techniques. 

References: 

Cranial shape comparison for automated objective 3D craniosynostosis surgery planning. 
Manon L. Tolhuisen, Guido A. de Jong, Ruud J. M. van Damme, Ferdinand van der Heijden & Hans 
H. K. Delye. https://www.nature.com/articles/s41598-018-21662-w 

Accelerating 3D medical volume segmentation using GPUs. 
Al-Ayyoub, M., AlZu’bi, S., Jararweh, Y. et al. Multimed Tools Appl (2018) 77: 
4939. https://doi.org/10.1007/s11042-016-4218-0 

Multi-GPU configuration of 4D intensity modulated radiation therapy inverse planning using 
global optimization. Aaron Hagan, Amit Sawant, Michael Folkerts and Arezoo Modiri, Physics in 
Medicine & Biology, Volume 63, Number 2 (2018). 
http://iopscience.iop.org/article/10.1088/1361-6560/aa9c96/meta 

Contacts: patrizia.boccacci@unige.it 
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13.  Scanning nano-needles for single cell electrophysiology 
 
Tutors: Roberto Raiteri, Sergio Martinoia 

Department: DIBRIS (University of Genova)  
http://www.dibris.unige.it  
 

Description:  

Nano-needles (i.e. nanomaterials whose high aspect ratio enables their penetration 
through the cell membrane with limited perturbation of the cell physiological processes) 
have been proposed as tools to interact with the intracellular environment. This 
approach provides characteristic advantages for minimally invasive cell and molecular 
biology investigations, as well as progression of biomedical translation of regenerative 
and precision medicine approaches. 
The goal of this project is to develop an instrument based on a nano-needle that can be 
scanned over a single cell with nanometer resolution and can record/apply local 
electrical fields/currents. Such instrument will be used to perform spatially resolved 
electrochemical and electrophysiological measurements on a single cell in vitro. 
The idea is to use sharp conductive AFM tip as a nano-electrode capable to sense local 
currents and voltages. The experimental set-up will be based on a commercial atomic 
force microscope (AFM) and conductive tips (http://nauganeedles.com/afm-secm.html). 
The project will start with the design and development of the electronics necessary to 
perform voltage and current measurements during AFM operation. The set-up will be 
first tested on model samples to perform combined topography and electrochemical 
imaging and then applied to cultures of electrically active cells such as neurons or cardiac 
muscle fibres to map the both the extra- and intra-cellular electrical properties with sub-
micron resolution. 
 
Requirements: The ideal candidate holds a Master degree in electronic engineering, 
bioengineering or biophysics, has some experience in the design of analog electronic 
circuits and/or electrophysiology measurements, and is interested in the development of 
new experimental set-ups. 
 
Reference: 

C. Chiappini “Nanoneedle-Based Sensing in Biological Systems” ACS Sens. 2017, 2, 1086−1102 

M.R. Angle, A.T. Schaefer “Neuronal Recordings with Solid-Conductor Intracellular 
Nanoelectrodes (SCINEs)” PLOS ONE, 2012 7(8) e43194 

M.R. Angle, et al. “Penetration of Cell Membranes and Synthetic Lipid Bilayers by Nanoprobes”, 
Biophys. J. 2014, 107, 2091–2100 

 
Contacts: roberto.raiteri@unige.it 
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14.  Mechanobiology of arrhythmia 
 
Tutors: Roberto Raiteri 

Department: DIBRIS (University of Genova) 
www.dibris.unige.it 
 
Description:  

The project aims at investigating mechanical properties of cells that are associated with 
disease or dysfunction. This would allow a better understanding of the mechanisms of 
pathogenesis or dysfunction progression, as well as novel disease treatment strategies. 
The candidate will focus on the relation of cytoskeleton structure and function of cardiac 
muscle cells with arrhythmia, a set of heart dysfunctions that can cause sudden cardiac 
arrest and stroke, the two main causes of death in the world 
(http://www.who.int/mediacentre/factsheets/fs310/en/). The study will be conducted 
experimentally at the single cell level by integrating different techniques, including 
atomic force microscopy, optical microscopy, and electrophysiology recording. The 
candidate is expected to develop new in vitro methods for the electromechanical 
characterization of cardiac myocites, focusing on the role of the cytoskeleton in the so-
called Mechano-Electrical-Feedback (MEF). 

 
Requirements:  
The ideal candidate holds a Master degree in experimental bioengineering/biophysics, 
has some experience in electrophysiology and/or scanning probe microscopy on cells, 
and is interested in the development of new experimental set-ups. 
 
Reference:   
JF. Saenz Cogollo et al. “A new integrated system combining atomic force microscopy and micro-
electrode array for measuring the mechanical properties of living cardiac myocytes” Biomed. 
Microdevices, 2011 13(4), 613-21 

J.P. Kerr et al. “Detyrosinated microtubules modulate mechanotransduction in heart and skeletal 
muscle” Nature Communications 2015 6: 8526 doi:10.1038/ncomms9526 

Contacts: roberto.raiteri@unige.it 
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15. Neuroergonomics of objects and environments: physical interaction and its 
neural correlates. 

 
Tutor: Silvio P. Sabatini, Marco Fato 
 
Department: DIBRIS (University of Genova)  
http://www.dibris.unige.it 

Description:  

Although it is well known that sensory modalities influence the unfolding of human 
acting with objects and environments, it still unknown how interaction (i.e. the dynamic 
and active collection of sensory data) intrinsically determines the consciously and 
unconsciously perceived qualities of objects. The understanding of the interdependence 
between action and perception will might have an important potential impact in human-
centric assisted design, by defining models and automated procedures to guide the 
design of products and environments.  
The proposed project aims to investigate (1) how the interactions of receptors with an 
external environment determine the sensory flows from different modalities and 
mediate their combination, and (2) how the resulting sensory flows inform anticipatory 
predictions that determine which actions are likely to lead to most informative content 
(in terms of functionality, mode of use, identity, sensations and emotions) at minimal 
energy and, ultimately, fulfil user’s goal/expectations. 
Experiments will be designed, jointly with the development of models, to investigate 
how contingent sensorial information can influence human experience of objects' 
qualities or alter perceptual judgements. We will record upper limb, hand and objects 
kinematics, exchanged forces, gaze direction and electromyographic activity. Novel 
recording protocols and analysis techniques based on high-density 
electroencephalography will be also developed, to identify the brain networks involved 
in interaction in ecological situation, and how they evolve (activation, connectivity) with 
repeated performance. 
 
Requirements: background in bioengineering, computer science, physics or related 
disciplines. Attitude for problem solving. Interest in experimental work. 
 

References: 

W. Karwowski, W. Siemionow, and K. Gielo-Perczak, "Physical neuroergonomics: The 
human brain in control of physical work activities," Theoretical Issues in Ergonomics 
Science, vol. 4, pp. 175-199, 2003/01/01 2003. 

K. Friston, "The free-energy principle: a unified brain theory?" Nat Rev Neurosci, vol. 11, 
pp. 127-38, Feb 2010. 

Contacts: silvio.sabatini@unige.it 
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16. Scientific and technological bases for the recovery of motor skills through 
enhancement and reorganization of sensory information 

 
Tutors: Maura Casadio, PhD; Andrea Canessa, PhD (UNIGE) 
Co-tutors:  Saglia, PhD (Movendo Technology srl), Robert Scheidt ( Marquette University) 
 
Department: DIBRIS (University of Genova) and Biomedical Engineering (Marquette 
University and the Medical College of Wisconsin, USA 
Description: 
 

This project is based on the hypotheses that (1) in neurological diseases, in addition to 
motor dysfunction, somatosensory deficits induce specific and identifiable motor and 
neural alterations influencing the ability to perform daily living activities, and that  (2) 
targeting motor and somatosensory deficits with highly personalized rehabilitative 
interventions enhances the recovery process and improves the living conditions of 
people suffering from these diseases.  
The work has the following specific objectives (SO):  
• (SO1) To develop and test new technological solutions to determine and quantify 
motor and sensory deficits and the corresponding neuromuscular activation patterns 
together with their impact on daily life tasks. The expected outcome is a set of indicators 
for the subject's abilities that can be used as input parameters for the control of assistive 
or rehabilitation devices;  
• (SO2) to develop and test new low-cost sensory stimulation technologies that enable 
training or enhancement  (ie 'sensory enhancement or substitution')  of somatosensory 
abilities at home and in  clinical setting. The expected deliverables are different versions 
of these technological aids that aim at specific somatosensory modalities and can be 
used in rehabilitative settings;  
• (SO3) to define and test adaptive and highly personalized rehabilitation protocols using 
the results of the objectives (SO1) and (SO2).  
The expected outcome is the identification of  rehabilitative pathways that while 
following international guidelines, can also be customized according to each patient's 
disability and improvement with the aim of promoting the recovery of motor and 
sensory performance. If successful, this research will generate knowledge and low-cost 
technologies to implement effective paradigms of somatosensory and motor training in  
people suffering for neurological diseases at home and in the clinic. Furthermore, this 
research will broaden our knowledge about the impact of sensory deficits on motor skills 
and on the possibility of recovering them. 
Requirements: Background in bioengineering; programming skills in Matlab; Interest in 
developing microcontroller-based technology. Some basic circuit building skills; aptitude 
for problem solving. 

References:  

Aman JE, Elangovan N, Yeh, I-L, Konczak J (2015) The effectiveness of proprioceptive training for 
improving motor function: a systematic review. Frontiers in Human Neuroscience  

Contacts: maura.casadio@unige.it; andrea.canessa@unige.it 
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17. Integrating activities from muscles and motion sensors to recover natural 
mobility while operating assistive and rehabilitative devices 

 
Tutor: Maura Casadio, PhD; Sandro Mussa-Ivaldi, PhD 
 
Department: DIBRIS (University of Genova) 
 
Description: 

General goal: Promoting recovery of movement following spinal cord injury, stroke or 
other neurological diseases that impair motor function through the performance of 
functional tasks via a human-machine interface. 
Aim1:  Developing the technology for a hybrid human-machine interface based on 
mapping body motion sensors and EMG signals onto a variety of control tasks 
Aim 2: Assessing the activation and/or deactivation of targeted muscles and muscle 
synergies through a movement analysis, EMG and their neural correlates. Specifically, 
TMS will be used to evaluate the impact of practice with the interface on cortico-spinal 
connectivity and MRI or EEG techniques could be use to investigate the effects on brain 
plasticity. 
Specifically, the project will explore two approaches for the development of a human 
machine interfaces based on combining residual body motions and EMG signals for 
controlling assistive or rehabilitative devices and for interacting with personal 
computers:  

1. One approach will combine both EMG and motion signals within a single 
interface mapping its inputs to the low-dimensional controlled variables (e.g. the 
position of a cursor or the speed and direction of a wheelchair or the handle of a 
planar robotic arm). 

2. The other approach will be based on sharing the control by the soft convex 
combination of two distinct interfaces based on EMG and motion signals 
respectively. 

The study will begin with a focus on cervical spinal cord injury, but it potential will be 
tested also in stroke survivors both sub-acute and chronic and in people with Multiple 
Sclerosis.  
 

Requirements: Background in bioengineering; programming skills in Matlab/Simulink  or 
Phyton; aptitude for problem solving. 

References:  

Abdollahi F. et al. Body-Machine Interface Enables People With Cervical Spinal Cord Injury to 
Control Devices With Available Body, Neurorehabilitation and Neural Repair, 2017 

Pierella et al. 2015 Remapping residual coordination for controlling assistive devices and 
recovering motor functions. Neuropsychologia, 2015  

Contacts: maura.casadio@unige.it ; (University of Genova) ; sandro@northwestern.edu 
(Northwestern University, Shirley Ryan Ability Lab) 
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18. Joint coordination and its neural correlates  
 
Tutor: Vittorio Sanguineti, Marco Fato 
 
Department: DIBRIS (University of Genova) 
http://www.dibris.unige.it 

 
Description:   
Social interaction has perceptual, motor and cognitive aspects – e.g. assessing risks, 
taking decisions – that are intimately related, involving an ‘embodied’ form of cognition 
– often referred as ‘motor cognition’. The focus of this research is to study motor 
cognition and its neural correlates during interaction with other humans, in realistic 
contexts and from a multilevel perspective.   The project involves the design of novel 
experimental set-ups, behaviourally significant experimental paradigms, and novel 
computational methods to study the joint coordination of two human agents. The main 
objective is to understand to what extent persons use information about the opponent’s 
intentions to make their own decisions during  joint action.  Computer simulations based 
on game-theoretic computational models will be used to predict optimal joint strategies.  
Novel recording protocols and analytic methods based on high-density EEG will be used 
to investigate neural correlates of interaction in ecological situations, involving 
movements and exchange of forces with objects and other humans. 
 
Requirements: Background in bioengineering; experience with Matlab/Simulink, C++ 
and/or Python for programming of robots and other devices and for data analysis. 

References:  
Ganesh, G., Takagi, A., Osu, R., Yoshioka, T., Kawato, M., and Burdet, E. (2014). Two is 
better than one: physical interactions improve motor performance in humans. Scientific 
Reports, 4:3824. 
Takagi A, Usai F, Ganesh G, Sanguineti V, Burdet E (2018) Haptic communication 
between humans is tuned by the hard or soft mechanics of interaction. PLoS Comput 
Biol 14(3): e1005971. https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pcbi.1005971. 
 

Contacts: vittorio.sanguineti@unige.it 
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19. Novel technological approaches for neurorehabilitation 
 
Tutor: Michela Chiappalone michela.chiappalone@iit.it 
 
The primary goal of this PhD project consists of developing novel technological 
approaches for neurorehabilitation, in the framework of national and international 
projects and collaborations (e.g. IIT network, Don Gnocchi in Milan, Mondino in Pavia, 
KUMED at Kansas City, KS USA). 
Specifically, it will be required to 1) develop novel protocols, based on closed-loop 
technology, of intracortical electrical stimulation to promote cortico-cortical plasticity in 
an animal model of focal lesion or 2) develop novel paradigms of non invasive brain 
stimulation, also including closed-loop technology, to promote post-stroke plasticity in 
human subjects. The possibility to use also robotic wearable devices (e.g. exoskeletons) 
for motor rehabilitation purposes, in combination with the electrical stimulation, will be 
also exploited with our clinical partners. 
This project, depending on the subproject of interest, requires broad expertise in 
electrophysiology (i.e. use of the micro-electrode array acquisition system, for in vivo 
recordings or EEG acquisitions and analysis in case of human subjects) and a 
demonstrated expertise in electronic engineering, control engineering and software 
development. Together with the closed-loop architecture for either in vivo or human 
experiments, the design of analytical tools for data analysis of multichannel 
electrohysiological signals will be required. To this end, a proficient knowledge of 
programming languages such as Matlab, Python, and/or C is mandatory. Experience in 
Machine Learning techniques will be considered a plus. 
The ideal candidate should hold a degree in electronic/biomedical engineering or related 
disciplines, be a highly motivated and creative individual who wants to work in a 
dynamic, multi-disciplinary research environment. Former lab experience and previous 
technical and scientific results will be highly considered. 
 

Requirements: Background in bioengineering; experience with Matlab/Simulink, C 
and/or Python for implementing the closed-loop architecture and for data analysis. 
Experience with in vivo experiments (MUA or LFP recordings) or human acquisitions with 
EEG/hdEEG. Experience in Machine Learning techniques will be considered a plus. 

References: 
Guggenmos DJ, Azin M, Barbay S, Mahnken JD, Dunham C, Mohseni P, and Nudo RJ. 
Restoration of function after brain damage using a neural prosthesis. Proceedings of the 
National Academy of Sciences of the United States of America, 110, 21177-21182, 
(2013). 
 
Semprini M, Laffranchi M, Sanguineti V, Avanzino L, De Icco R, De Michieli L, and 
Chiappalone M. Technological approaches for neurorehabilitation: from robotic devices 
to brain stimulation and beyond. Frontiers in Neurology, 2018 (accepted). 

Contacts: michela.chiappalone@iit.it 
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20. Research Theme Title: Standardized Platform for cardiologic patient 
treatment. 

 
Tutor: Mauro Giacomini 
 
Department: DIBRIS (University of Genoa)  
https://www.dibris.unige.it 

Description: 
Chronic diseases are a relevant problem for public health and for the social environment 
for the great amount of resources that are needed for a correct treatment. The increase 
of average age in Italy and in other western countries makes this problem even more 
important as stated by both World Health Organization and Italian Health Ministry. 
In this context, all the bodies involved in the treatment of chronically ill patients should 
efficiently interact: the hospital is a highly specialized Health hub, but it should 
coordinates with ambulatory services and with primary care. 
The overall aim of this proposed research is to design and to develop and innovative 
platform that could support all local organizations in the treatment of cardiologic chronic 
patient. Moreover, the platform would also support the involved medical doctors also in 
the research work. 
Specific objectives of this research will be: 
Definition of all possible sources of the clinical data that could be useful in the treatment 
of this type of patients. 
Design and development of a smart user interface that will allow all type of end users 
(medical doctors, care givers … ) an efficient management of the great amount of clinical 
data. 
Implementation of standardized and automatic data transfer from clinical environments 
toward research systems; all aspects of security and privacy of these data should be 
considered. 
The whole platform should be compliant with the most advanced specific standards 
involved. 
 
Requirements: 
Direct reuse of clinical data, elements of standardization of medical information, tools 
for modeling web services, tools for the design and implementation of standardized 
services choreography according to the scheme HSSP. 

References: 
R. Gazzarata, B. Giannini, M. Giacomini “A SOA-Based Platform to Support Clinical Data 
Sharing” Journal of Healthcare Engineering, 2017, pp. 1- 24. 
R. Gazzarata, M. E. Monteverde, E. Vio, C. Saccavini, L. Gubian, I. Borgo and M. Giacomini 
“A Terminology Service Compliant to CTS2 to Manage Semantics within the Regional 
HIE” European Journal for Biomedical Informatics, 2017, vol. 13, Issue 1, pp. 43-50 
G. Gazzarata, B. Blobel, M. Giacomini “A Flexible Soltion for Privilege Management and 
Access Control in EHR Systems” European Journal for Biomedical Informatics, 2017, vol. 
13, Issue 1, pp. 59-66 

Contacts: Mauro.Giacomini@dibris.unige.it 
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